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0a The Question-complete text

July 2008

In the beginning, those who wrote about the past recorded traditions and whatever witnesses said

without evaluating the quality of the evidence. The result: unreliable stories with wild details. 

(Baby asks: What’s the question?)

History became more accurate when writers, whom we now began to call historians, began to evaluate

evidence. 

(Baby asks: What’s the question?)

Evidence for past events can be written or oral. 

(It can also be physical–the kind of evidence archeologists work with.)

(Baby asks: What’s the question?)

Many questions arise, such as

Is the “source” in a position to know the facts?

Is the source likely to tell the truth?

Does a second reliable source confirm the first source?

(Baby asks: Are those the question?)

In articles and books written for historians and those serious about history, the evidence (documentation)

is usually given in the text or in footnotes.

In popular articles and books, the evidence is usually not  stated.

(Baby says: But I want to know the question!)

When we read a story where the evidence is not presented, we have the right to ask 

The Question: “Where’s the evidence?” 

(Baby states, So that’s the question!)

Always ask The Question.

Be skeptical about whatever someone tells you until you answer The Question.

(Baby says: I forgot the question.)

If a friend tells you a “fact”, always think–

Is the friend in a position to know the facts?

Is the friend likely to tell the truth?

Does a second reliable source confirm your friend’s story?

Where’s the evidence?

Where’s the evidence? 

(Baby says: I like that question.)

[Uncle Sam, pointing:] Pay attention to the evidence!

(Baby says: Who is that?)
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0b Now!-complete text

September 2008

You own NOW .

The past is gone, the future uncertain.

Nearly everything you are

is because of what you did with past nows.

What you will be

will be because of what you do NOW .

. . .and now,

. . .and now.

You can’t change your past.

But you can change your future.

How?

By taking charge of NOW .   

Feeling sleepy in class?

How will sleeping now help your future?

Feeling bored in class and therefore dropping out mentally?

How will that help you be less bored in the future?

Daydreaming in class?

How will that help you create a real life you want in the future?

Living in the past is unreal.

Living in the future is unreal. (Thinking TGIF is a fool’s goal.)

Planning for the future, but living in the NOW–the present–will help you realize a better future.

Take advantage of NOW .

Pay attention in class.

Study.

Learn.

Use NOW to change your future.

You own now.

It is yours to waste or use.

It can be precious or worthless.

The choice is yours.

TGIN!

1 The geographical setting of world history

August 2008

Summary outline:

I. Weather and weather differences affect where and how humans live.

II. The hot core of the earth has had many effects on the earth.

III. The world is divided into three inhabitable landmasses.

IV. The vast amounts of water in lakes, rivers, and oceans, has influenced human development.

V. Topography has affected human development.

VI. The distribution of natural resources has affected human development, especially in civilizations.

VII. The varied availability of food–in both animal and plant form–has enabled human survival.

VIII. Travel has led to the diffusion of power, ideas, diseases, products, and human behaviors.

IX. Human cultures reflect the influence of the geographical settings in which they function.
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1a Introduction to (& the beginnings of) World History

August 2008

Summary outline:

I. What is world history?

II. Why do we study world history?

III. How do we know about the past?

IV. Where did humans come from?

V. Archeology: the study of human-made objects of the past

VI. Speech: the first great discovery of the human mind

VII. Tools: the second great discovery of the human mind

VIII. Agriculture: the third great discovery of the human mind

IX. Culture

X. Technology

XI. Metals

XII. Salt

XIII. Trade

XIV. Writing

XV. Money

XVI. Sexual drive

XVII. Xenophobia and chauvinism

XVIII. Suffering

XIX. War

XX. The fragility of human life

XXI. The exercise and abuse of power

XXII. Doing evil, but believing it to be good

XXIII. Ideas are important

1b Outline of World History

Ronald Wiltse June 2009

Summary outline:

I. The world environment

II. Primitive life

III. FIVE KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN WORLD HISTORY

A. The end of the last ice age

B. Agriculture

C. Civilization

1. Afro-Eurasia

2. The Americas

3. The joining of the hemispheres

4. Power to the people

5. Conflict

D. The modern/the Industrial Revolution

E. The spiritual dimensions

2 Civilization invented!

August 2008

Summary outline: 

I. What were the first civilizations like?

A. Challenge and Response

B. Some characteristics of civilizations

C. The first seven civilizations, plus one 

1. Mesopotamian (3500 BC?-300s BC)
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2. Egyptian /(3200 BC-AD 300s)

3. Indus (2500-1500) and the following Dark Age

3a. Indian (ca. 1000 BC-the present)

4. Chinese (ca. 2000 BC-the present)

5. Cretan (2500 BC-1200 BC)

6. Middle American (or, Mesoamerican) (ca. 1-1519)

7. South American (or, Incan) (ca. 1-1521)

II. What did civilizations mean to cultures remaining primitive?

III. What place do primitive cultures hold in the world today?

6 The Greeks (Cretan and Greek civilizations)

revised August 2008

Summary outline:

I. Cretan Civilization grew from the challenge of the sea.

II. A dark age followed the end of Cretan Civilization.

III. A new civilization arose, this time centered on the mainland.

IV. The polis characterized the “civilized” Greeks.

V. Democratic and republican government developed in Greece.

VI. Athens led Greece.

VII. The democratic polis of Sparta went in a different direction from all other Greeks.

VIII. Persia almost destroyed Greek Civilization.

IX. Power led to corruption.

X. Philip united Greece, while Alexander spread Greek culture.

XI. Greece conquered Rome—Rome conquered Greece.

XII. Greek culture, through Rome, provided one of the two foundations for Western Civilization.

7 Our Heritage Continues: Rome, the Roman Empire, and Greco-Roman Civilization

revised August 2008

Summary outline:

0. Important terms

I. Rome began small and humbly.

II. The City of Rome is of interest to us.

III. Rome broke free, formed a republic, and began to grow at the expense of its neighbors.

IV. Why was Rome more successful than its neighbors?

V. Rome expanded beyond the Italian Peninsula.

VI. The REPUBLIC could not maintain itself and degenerated into monarchy.

VII. The Monarchy (the EMPIRE) shrank eastward and continued in its smaller size until the 15th

century.

VIII. The Romans produced a heritage for Western Civilization.

7a The Rise of Christianity

2007

Summary outline:

A. What is the Bible?

B. Judaism was a thorn in the Roman Empire.

C. Who was Jesus?

D. Jesus was executed by the Romans.

E. The early church was founded by Jesus’ followers.

F. In the second century the Church went through two fundamental changes, rejecting salvation by

grace in favor of salvation by. . .

G. The Christian church overcame its opponents

H. The church turned against jews.
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8  Western Civilization Begins

The Western Roman Empire has collapsed

The final marker was the fall of the city of Rome, 476.

revised November 2007

4 narratives:

1. quick Byzantine geographic summary

2. transition from Greco-Roman Civilization

3. development of Romance languages

4. medieval architecture

With the exception of  the above, the presentation is, therefore, meant to accompany

another narrative.

Summary outline:

I. Overviews

II. Charlemagne attempts to rebuild the Western Roman Empire

III. Life in medieval Europe

IV. The Christian Church

(V. Language—no visuals)

VI. Medieval architecture

VII. Medieval England

13 Islam and Islamic Civilization

revised September 2007

Summary outline

0. Overview

I. What was the culture and geography of Arabia around AD 600?

II. Who was Muhammad and how did Islam begin?

III. How did Islam conflict with Christians, Jews, and pagans?

IV. How did early Islam conflict with the Eastern Roman Empire and Western Civilization?

V. What other major political developments took place as Islamic Civilization rose?

VI. What was Islamic culture like?

VII. What were major conflicts within Islam?

VIII. How did the tide turn against Islam after the European Age of Exploration?

IX. What is modern Islam like?

A. Internal conflicts

B. External conflicts

C. The challenge of Western Civilization

D. Demographics

X. How do Islam and Christianity compare?

13a. Islam: Conflict without and within

May 2009

Summary outline:

0. Introduction

I. Muslims often have negative feelings toward the West.

II. A history of conflicts between Islamic Civilization and Western Civilization

III. Muslims often have problems with each other.

IV. A history of conflicts within the Islamicate

V. Another story: Islam east of Islamic Civilization

VI. Mistakes Westerners have made in getting along with Islam

VII. Summary: Islam faces difficult challenges, both from without and within.

00. Conclusions
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14c Renaissance Art: Rebirth or something new?

October 2007

Summary outline:

A. Introduction

B. Painting became realistic (naturalistic figures, illusion of space).

1. naturalistic [i.e., realistic] figures

2. the illusion of space

a. the vanishing point

b. optical bluing

3. Subject matter of Renaissance artists

a. portraits

b. the human body,

c. landscapes,

d. still lifes,

e. everyday life, and

f. Roman gods (or other pagan characters)

C. Part of Renaissance art began in Florence.

D. Part of Renaissance art began in northern Europe.

E. Renaissance art spread throughout Italy and Europe.

F. 16 artists (186 slides through this point)

18 The Industrial Revolution

revised March 2008

Summary outline:

I. Technological Changes

A. Farming (agriculture)

B. Cloth (textiles)

C. Power

D. Transportation

E. Communication

F. Materials

G. Miscellaneous 

II. The Social Changes

A. Adjusting to the new conditions

B. Reacting to the new conditions

1. Socialism

2. Communism

C. Further economic developments

1. Adam Smith and the defense of capitalism

2. The Twin Declarations of Independence (1776)

3. The Corporation

4. Other economic developments

19b The Enlightenment

January 2009

Summary outline:

0. Introduction

I. What was the Enlightenment, what was the Awakening?

II. What events led up to the Enlightenment and Awakening?

III. What was the intellectual environment during the 1700s?

IV. Who were some of the Enlightenment thinkers?

V. Enlightenment ideas 1: How can religious influence in society be minimized?  

VI. Enlightenment ideas 2: How should government best work?
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VII. Enlightenment ideas 3: How do we know? (V-VII are reviews of IV)

VIII.  Awakening ideas: improve man’s relationship to God

IX. How did the Enlightenment and Awakening influence later generations?

21b. The American Revolution (Revolution and Union)

March 2009

Summary outline:

0. Introduction

PART 1: The background

I. England slowly developed political freedom.

II. The Mayflower Compact (1620) marked the beginning of the English political heritage in the New

World.

III. The Enlightenment influenced American political thinking.

PART 2: Revolution: two eventful decades (1763-1783)

I. The colonies were diverse.

II. England alienated the colonials.

III. The Spirit of ‘76: state independence without national control

IV. The patriots triumphed over England in 7½ years.

PART 3: Union: The Spirit of ‘76 becomes the Spirit of ‘87.

I. Beyond Enlightenment theory: New state governments provided valuable

practical experience in republican government.

II. The Spirit of ‘87: a closer–and more perfect–union

III. The 1790s: Just what does the constitution mean?–debates over the relationship of state and

national power

Epilogue: The achievements of the American Revolution and Constitution

I. A revolution of sober expectations. Every step was carefully thought out.

II. A revolution of subtlety, rejected by more radical revolutionaries of the next two centuries.

III. Four accomplishments of the Founders

IV. Could the Revolution have been avoided?

21c Paradise Lost: The French Revolution (1789-1795) and Napoleonic Period (1795-1815)

revised February 2007

Summary outline:

Preview: the Old Regime

The Era [of the French Revolution and Napolean] can be divided into 6 periods

#Periods 1, 2, and 3 comprise the two French Revolutions and the period in between:

1. The first revolution: 1789-1791

2. The new government: 1791-1792

3. The second revolution: 1792-1795

#Periods 4, 5, and 6 comprise the Napoleonic Period:

4. The Directory 1795-1799 (Napoleon’s career began)

5. The Consulate 1799-1804 (Napoleon gained complete power)

6. The Empire 1804-1815 (Napoleon as Emperor, and his fall)

Legacy of the French Revolution

Epilogue

27: 31 Years of Disaster: Part 1, World War One 1914-1918

 –Causes, Course of the War, Effects

as of April 27, 2006

Summary outline:

I. Overview: Why was World War I an important event?

II. How did Europe lose the peace (long-term causes)?

III. Who ruled?
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IV. How did a local conflict become a world war (short-term causes)?

V. Which countries fought on each side?

VI. How did America react to the war?

VII. What were the goals of each side?

VIII. What major events occurred during the war?

IX. How did World War I end?

X. Why was World War I so disastrous?

XI. Epilog: whose fault was the war?

XII. Appendix: How did World War I affect German-Americans, especially in the area around San

Antonio?

29: 31 Years of Disaster:  Part 2, World War Two, 1939-1945

 Causes, Course of the War, Effects

revised May 2008

Summary outline:

0. Overview

I. What was fascism and how did it become powerful?

II. Why did Japan turn aggressive? 

III. How did Hitler rise to power?

IV. Why did the German people allow Hitler to come to power?

V. How did Germany expand without war?

VI. How did Hitler avoid war with Stalin?

VII. How did war break out in Europe?

VIII. Who were some of the chief leaders in WWII?

IX. How did Britain become isolated?

X. What was the course of the war in Europe?

XI. When and how did war break out in East Asia?

XII. How did two regional wars become world war?

XIII. What was the course of the war against Japan?

XIV. What happened to Jews in Europe?

XV. What was worse: Hitler’s Germany or Stalin’s USSR?

00. Conclusions

32a A brief history of the Cold War

Ronald Wiltse May 2009

Summary outline:

I. The background of the Cold War

II. How the Cold War began

III. Hot places

IV. Hot issues

V. Tensions go up, tensions go down

VI. The collapse of communism

VII. Epilogue: the end of the Cold War

VIII. The danger of the USA to the world

IX. Hot times: a timeline of major events

33a You and time–complete text

September 2008

The stream of time moves.

Your birth marks the point at which you were dropped into the stream of time.
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Your piece of the stream of time overlaps with those born before and, increasingly, after you.

 

You are thus tied to the past and the future–

your oldest teachers and grandparents connect you to past events, perhaps as far away as World War II,

while their parents may join you to World War I.

When you become older, let us say seventy five years old (around 2070), imagine having a personal

connection to World War II! (That’s like having a connection to the someone who was around when

President James Garfield was assassinated!)

Your grandchildren, born perhaps around 2050, will thus have an indirect connection to someone alive in

World War II when they are 75–around the year 2125! That will be an event nearly 200 years in the past.

(That’s like your grandparents remembering the Battle of the Alamo!)

You are part of the past; you are part of the future.

Become aware of the stream of time.

Think about your place in time.

Feel it.
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D Revolution! The two models

January 2007

Selected words from the text:

Model 1:     The American Revolution-A revolution of sober expectations

Model 2:      The French Revolution-The revolution of utopian hopes

Sidebar 1: Democratic government

... Plato caused confusion by misstating the essential question about government, saying the fundamental

question is “Who rules, the leader or the people?”

... Our Founding Fathers rejected ancient “democracies” and (therefore) the word democracy because the

majority could abuse minorities. This type of democratic rule can be called majoritarianism.

Sidebar 2: Republican government

... named by the Romans for their government with plural leaders and no king, but : This form of

government had already been invented by polis Greeks (they misnamed it, by confusing the method they

used for choosing the leadership with the type of government).

Sidebar 3: a clearer view of gov’t.

Single leaders (originally all kings, later with various titles) can be called monarchs.

Plural leadership marks out the substance of republican government (originally, all examples of plural

leader government had no kings, so it was easy to think of this as the defining characteristic [and, unlike

Americans, Europeans still define republican government in this way]).

Confusion of thinking: 

...  Plato misstated the essential question about government, causing confusion ever since.

Sidebar 4 All modern so-called democracies share five characteristics:

republican government

democratically chosen leaders

anti-majoritarian restrictions

willingness of the citizenry (and candidates) to lose an election (i.e., acceptance of majority rule

over being right)

citizenry’s sense of fair play (toleration of opposing views) 

Model 1:     The American Revolution

A revolution of sober expectations

limited goals: political only

built on a democratic tradition

well thought out

negative outcomes weighed

primarily constructive

moderate

no theory of class warfare

Model 2:    The French Revolution

The Revolution of utopian hopes:--everything was up for change, not just political leadership

government, legal system, religion, economic system, calendar,measurement system

But, The French Revolution was actually two Revolutions . . . one moderate, and one radical

END RESULT: the revolution collapses, monarchy returns, and government allows more freedom (for

example, the Napoleonic Code replaced medieval legal system)
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Lessons of the French Revolution

1. Utopian goals are unobtainable on earth.

2. Noble goals without wisdom can lead to bad results.

3. Tyrants claim to know what’s best for others and are usually willing to use coercion.

4. A monstrous evil can have some good results (but don’t look only at the good). 

Legacies of the French Revolution

From now on, monarchies (whether run by kings or dictators) must court popular support because such

support releases greatly increased power to the government; that is, the government must give  (or at

least appear to give) the citizenry some of what they want.

In France itself:

 a thoroughgoing decimal system

 national public education

 the Napoleonic Code

Which model will most subsequent revolutions follow?

Sober expectations vs. Utopia

The winner, when measured by imitators: The French Revolution

The winner, when measured by freedom created and good achieved: The American Revolution

G The diffusion of plants, animals, and diseases: 

September 2006

I. Types of diffusion

II. Contacts between closed areas

III. The closing of the world community

IV. Examples

A. Ancient

B. Roman Empire

C. Chinese Empire

D. Islamic Empire (“The Islamic Exchange”)—partly because of a love of

     gardens

E. The Discovery of America (“The Columbian Exchange”)

F. Recent 

H Diffusion: The Black Death in the 1300s: 

September 2006

I. Introduction

A. Where we are :

B. What is important for students to know about the plague? 

C. Subsidiary issues

II. Discussion

A. Subsidiary issues first:

B. What is important for students to know about the plague? (in chronological order and in order of

ascending importance)

Footnote :  some recurrences

a. Italy 1629-1531 (30 Years’ War troop movements)

b. London 1665-1666 (but not on London Bridge)

c. Vienna 1679

d. Marseille 1720-1722

e. Moscow 1771

f. Still endemic in India, rare in Europe and the United States
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See Edward Rutherfurd. Sarum, chapter called The Death


